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0. Introduction

in the conceptual system that encodes encyclopaedic knowledge of the 

world ( )

Semantics is its ability to provide the connection between linguistic and 

explanation of language phenomena, most of the methods used involve 

valuable results, they can hardly be suitable for making generalizations 

about conceptual structures characteristic of the whole language commu-

-

titative methods, claiming that such analysis would make the results of 

)

carrying out quantitative analysis in a collection of written texts or tran-

up corpus-based approach, cognitive linguists would be able to look into 

non-elicited language data on large scale to reach conclusions about cogni-

 

relies on the analysis of particular words or word forms, while concepts 

and conceptual structures can be expressed by several linguistic items (Ste-

study begins with a brief overview of the ways, in which human experience 

and knowledge can be encoded in a conceptual system and subsequently 
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1. Concepts as Units of Cognition

-

edge gained about the objective reality are the basis for the formation of 

-

Delineation between real world and mental phenomena is further stressed 

, 

that adopt the abovementioned terms deal with the analysis of mental rep-

resentation resulting from categorization of objects and phenomena of the 

Views on relationship between human knowledge and its presentation 

in a language vary from approaches within the framework of traditional 

semantics to purely mental understanding of a concept as a unit that is 

not expressed by language (

Nowadays linguists use one of the two major approaches to concept analy-

-
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order to access the conceptual structure of the whole language community 

(

Linguo-cultural approach treats concepts as multidimensional mental 

-

memory of a language community (

phenomena or abstract notions, but also contain information about speak-

phenomenon is associated with, how it is evaluated, whether it is import-

approaches linguists favour, they rely on the language means in order to 

Being mental units, they include not only the knowledge of the real world 

phenomena, but also broader cultural relevance of the notions or objects 

-

tions and perceptions that become mental structures as a result of abstrac-

Thus, through repeated exposure associative relationship between a phe-

nomenon of the world and the impact it has on perceptual or somatic sphere 

-

the structure and characteristics of the relevant phenomena and notions 

-

-
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-

nents that are formed as a result of human cognitive and sensory percep-

The combination of the rational and perceptual conceptual components is 

patterns of sensory-motor experience, image schemas play a crucial role 

in emergence of meaning and in our ability to engage in abstract concep-

tualization and reasoning that is grounded in our bodily engagement with 

as a dynamic pattern of relating perceptual interactions or motor programs 

-

ture of sensory and motor operations to understand abstract concepts and 

Analysis of concepts is a series of procedures to clarify characteristics 

analysis the structure of concepts is presented as  basic, structural, origina-

system, structural model reveals spatial relations between referents of the 

-

tions between the core concept and phenomena that either are connected 

models connect the core concept (representing activity) and phenomena 

-

tions between cause and effect, patient affected by the core concept, types 

models were not elaborated within the context of cognitive semantics, they 
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stress that the analysis of a concept is basically the analysis of its lexi-

cal representation and its usage, an examination of how the word(s) that 

2. Cognitive Semantics and Study of Concepts

-

tual structures because language deals with mental representations of the 

-

-

tics meanings are seen as motivated mappings from conceptualization to 

conceptualization is rooted in pre-linguistic or non-linguistic schematiza-

-

-

discourse practise and not as equivalents of concepts and schemata (Sinha, 

of knowledge derived from sensory-motor and proprioception systems 

-

-

conceptual structure can take informational form that can be directly rep-

non-linguistic conceptual structures and are treated as the form the latter 
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research looking into semantics of a language unit to establish concept(s) 

aimed at establishing the language means a concept as a mental unit takes 

Analysis of concepts focuses on uncovering cognitive mechanisms 

that underlie the formation of knowledge about the real world phenom-

study of properties and characteristics of concepts and their relations to 

is rooted in the system of concepts that encodes human experience and 

tries to establish general concepts, while the latter deals with the meaning 

onto conceptual structure and polysemous words can verbalize several 

concepts (Kurteš

by linguists can be based on: 1) methods borrowed from philosophy and 

language phenomena linguists utilize logical models, such as frames 

describe the meanings of language units and establish underlying univer-

knowledge processing method seeks to establish how human experience 

-

rely on their own judgement and/or language intuition when they establish 
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-

-

pretation approach relies on the analysis of semantics of language units 

-

the meaning of language units and then utilize the techniques of cognitive 

of the semantic structure of the lexical units that verbalize the concept is 

seen as the key to the mechanisms of conceptualization ( , 

of name(s) of concept is mapped onto mechanisms of knowledge process-

dimensions of concept as unit of cognition correspond to different lay-

-

concept modeling focuses not only on semantics of language means, but 

the contexts name of the concept is used in to access information about 

-

Semantic analysis is regarded as a stage in conceptual analysis in the pres-

assumptions, and evaluations that are associated with the phenomenon 

number of components or layers in verbalized concepts varies depending 

reviewed in the previous section of the paper can be reduced to three major 

This component is established through analysis of semantic structure of 
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-

balizes visual, auditory, tactile, taste characteristics of objects or events 

-

tics seeks to uncover what scenarios of embodied knowledge acquisition 

conceptual analysis is to present a concept in schematic form as a struc-

-

(  -

the structure of rational (logical) layer of the concept provides an inven-

tory of its components that are verbal equivalents of notional components 

studied through the analysis of conceptual metaphors which are the result 

of cognitive operations of correlation between the structure of the source 

of objects and phenomena is verbalized in the axiological mode of a con-

and place of the phenomenon in culture because concepts exist as units of 

semantics this layer is modeled through the study of connotation as well 

as evaluative meaning that manifests itself in collocations that language 

No matter which of the approaches linguists take, they look at word 

be warned not to make generalizations about underlying cognitive struc-

basic cognitive concepts are postulated on the grounds of poor linguistic 

 realized 

in the investigated language -

guage samples linguists would be able to formulate more feasible hypoth-
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3. Corpus Linguistics Application for Cognitive Studies

and quantitative (statistical) methods in order to uncover patterns of lan-

Since corpus queries are largely based on the search for individual word 

forms, this approach does not seem immediately relevant for semantics 

Sampson corpora have 

limited relevance (though some relevance) to the study of semantics

because  

but something more like a branch of philosophy

-

semantic prosody, was gained owing to qualitative analysis of word col-

of a word is among the most widely used corpus-based research proce-

-

ies if it develops methodology appropriate for both qualitative (creating the 

-

niques to extract language units, their collocates, calculate their frequency) 

-

words can be conceptually similar in their basic and even extended meanings, 

-

-
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The starting point for establishing connection between conceptual 

other words and it is reasonable to assume that conceptual structures are 

-

-

-

tives, adverbs) representing underlying concepts are organized into syno-

under analysis, linguists can proceed to look for the collocations these 

Krawczak

to reveal the conceptual structure behind language by analysing its contex-

 

Nowadays, two major approaches to corpus-based studies in semantics 

are Latent Semantics Analysis (relying of statistical analysis of colloca-

quantitative analysis helps to determine the degree of typicality of col-

-

ysis is used in studies of cognitive metaphors and words belonging to a 

frames, key lexemes that form cognitive metaphor models, image sche-

-

what should be searched for in a corpus using lexical units associated either 

and plants in the corpus-based study of metaphor in political discourse by 

(

representations of human sensory-motor experience determine the choice 

of verb collocations, namely posture verbs, in cognitive comparative cor-

-
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-

 (2012). 

several language units linguists can start by looking at a corpora sample to 

qualitatively analyze linguistic expressions and narrow the scope of items 

-

ysis scholars can rely on frequency of a certain language unit or word in 

to determine what collocations, and subsequently underlying mental pat-

  

from the corpora is qualitatively analyzed and manually annotated using 

-

ple set of data to make predictions about language behavior (Krawczak, 

 

annotation is done manually, which would not completely meet the objec-

prior to corpus analysis and not necessarily through analysis of language 

a combination of formal, semantic, and sociolinguistic features (Krawczak, 

that start with concept(s) and then proceed to language means used to 

As the concept has a complex structure, its analysis has to combine 

-
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structure of words representing a concept in a language to reveal the princi-

-

pus-based model of Latent Semantics Analysis, namely quantitative study 

of keywords would help narrow the scope of language units that verbalize 

conceptualization, this stage should involve analysis of rational (logical) 

the foundation for the study of actualized semes in context looking into the 

frequent and/or typical words that the name(s) of the concept is combined 

of concept structure is the analysis of collocations to study semantic pros-

is establishing the place of concept in a generic concept system and attempt 

to reveal its relations (coordination, subordination, and superordination) to 

categorizations of the world and conceptual hierarchies can be based on 

-

-

siological analysis takes into account different parts of speech that denote 

-

ical analysis is an attempt to locate concepts depending on the level of 

units that verbalize the concept under analysis is narrowed down through 

quantitative and qualitative collocation analysis, the most frequent and/or 

typical ones can be manually annotated for usage and meaning criteria in 
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4. Conclusions

The conclusions drawn from the research suggest that the complex nature 

of human language allows it to be both a tool of world understand-

results of categorization of real world objects and phenomena constitute 

phenomena people use both their senses and cognitive abilities, concepts 

this view concepts can be regarded as multidimensional structures made 

-

nitive Semantics analysis of linguistic units that name concepts can give 

-

ical methods characteristic of corpus-based approach can be suitable for 

Even though corpus-based approach is often used in semantics research, 

-

in language only partially makes it necessary to combine quantitative cor-

-

that one language unit expresses several concepts, an array of concepts that 

gain insight into the place concept occupies in conceptual system of the 

community, understand what other notions or phenomena it is typically 

collocations is interpreted, its results could be used in more sophisticated 

-

tion of the two corpus-based approaches to semantics analysis where Latent 

Semantics Analysis provides a more objective (quantitatively-tested) and 
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